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QUESTION 1

What is the name of the program on the operating system level that is used when an ABAP program calls an external
program? 

A. saposcol 

B. disp+work 

C. sap_ext_prog 

D. sapxpg 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements regarding the functions offered by CCMS-based monitoring are true? (Choose two) 

A. It is possible to monitor more than one SAP system by using the functions offered by CCMS monitoring. 

B. Correctly configured threshold values to be used for monitoring purposes can be switched by using operation
modes. 

C. You need a special key (generated within SAP Solution Manager) to create your own monitor definitions in
transaction RZ20. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements regarding the client concept and the client copy tools in ABAP- based SAP Systems
(for example, SAP ECC) are true? (Choose three) 

A. Application data can only be copied from one client to another, when all client-specific customizing is also copied. 

B. Clients can be copied between SAP Systems of the same release. 

C. Client-independent customizing is always automatically copied between clients. 

D. User master records cannot be copied between clients. 

E. Clients can be copied within a single SAP System. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 4

Business APIs (BAPIs) can be used to trigger and execute transactions in an SAP landscape. Which of the following
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statements regarding BAPIs are correct? (Choose two) 

A. BAPI communication requires a connection to a central LDAP directory server 

B. Data exchange by BAPI can only be done by asynchronous RFC 

C. BAPIs are specialized remote function calls 

D. BAPIs can be used for connecting external software to SAP systems 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which features are created automatically once you define a transport domain controller in an (ABAP-based) SAP
landscape? (Choose four) 

A. The transport profile for the transport control program tp is generated in the file system. 

B. The TMS configuration is stored in the database and the file system. 

C. The transport profile for the transport control program tp is generated in the database. 

D. The user TMSADM is created. 

E. The RFC destinations required for the TMS are generated. 

Correct Answer: ABDE 
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